Strategic initiatives

By engaging our partners, empowering
stakeholders and exploring future opportunities,
we will create an environment where young people
can realize their full potential.

We will establish a
culture of excellence.
and program advancement, we will lead with
purpose and habituate best practices.

We will cultivate new
models of sustainability.
serve young people.
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We will become

Rebound is a place that
saves lives – like mine. My
mentor became my hero
and the programs gave me
make life giving choices.
Alicia Hartwick
Rebound Success Story

For nearly thirty years
Rebound has adapted to
changing times, positively
impacting thousands of
young people along the way.
I am amazed by it all.
Barry Symington
Rebound Co-Founder

Seeing youth change and
grow is a priceless reward.
Rebound has given me the
opportunity to serve my
community and invest in its
future.

Every great idea has a beginning.
This is the story of
our beginning.
We hope it will help you know more
about our organization.

to

In 1984, three Sarnia citizens came together to respond

Rebound exists because of dedicated, youth focused
volunteers who support our programs and services
on many levels- from frontline coaching to building
maintenance; we rely on volunteers to help youth
succeed.

The idea for Rebound was born out of caring people
coming together to support youth.
A parent, a Sarnia
youth together to learn positive social skills that would
assist in dealing with the transition from childhood to
adulthood and those challenging years in between.
high school to an acclaimed, nationally awarded and
provincially
replicated
model
of
evidence-informed,
outcome based programming for youth 8-24 years,
Rebound has grown leaps and bounds in our 30 year
history.
prevention and early intervention services for youth.
Our holistic approach to skill development includes life
skills facilitation, education and cognitive skills training,
combined with holistic supports such as the expressive
arts and relaxation techniques.
Our programs allow
designed to empower youth.

From individual support

10

week

group
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drop

in

and accepting space when they come to Rebound.

REBOUND STAR

We also rely on youth to walk beside us on our journey.
Rebound is committed to honoring the voice of youth
in our programs and community outreach.
Our youth
action committee, “Getting Possibilities Started” helps
to shape and inform our mission and goals.
Our long history
relationships with

of community support
key stakeholders has

and working
led to our

services to youth.
This is where we are today. We look forward to a future
where every youth in our community feels able to
achieve their full potential. Rebound is a caring partner
in the successful development of youth.
We plan on
continuing to build on the compassionate roots that
were our beginning, as we continue to write the story
that is Rebound.

Julie Ferguson
Rebound Volunteer

director’s
note
These are exciting times as we recognize the
contributions that Rebound has made to SarniaLambton since 1984. As our alumni success stories
continue to fuel our commitment to be leaders in the

full potential. My hope is that you will join the Rebound
movement and experience it for yourself!
Teri Thomas-Vanos

Rebound is on the cusp of change. Our Board of Directors is
busy practicing “big picture thinking,” planning and creating
the proper tools, are setting clear goals and realistic timelines
and turning ideas into action. As a team we champion our
work, those we work alongside, and those we work for. As
we raise expectations and keep ourselves accountable to
refreshed standards, we continue to cultivate the resources to
both sustain and expand our mission and vision.

